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In this letter we compute a canonical set of cuts of the integrand for MHV amplitudes in pla-
nar N = 4 SYM, where all internal propagators are put on-shell. These “deepest cuts” probe the
most complicated Feynman diagrams and on-shell processes that can possibly contribute to the
amplitude, but are also naturally associated with remarkably simple geometric facets of the am-
plituhedron. The recent reformulation of the amplituhedron in terms of combinatorial geometry
directly in the kinematic (momentum-twistor) space plays a crucial role in understanding this ge-
ometry and determining the cut. This provides us with the first non-trivial results on scattering
amplitudes in the theory valid for arbitrarily many loops and external particle multiplicities.
INTRODUCTION
The past decade has revealed a variety of surprising
mathematical and physical structures underlying particle
scattering amplitudes, providing, with various degrees of
completeness, reformulations of this physics where the
normally foundational principles of locality and unitar-
ity are derivative from ultimately combinatoric-geometric
origins. An example is the amplituhedron [1], a geometric
picture for scattering amplitudes in planar N = 4 SYM
theory. All tree-level amplitudes and loop integrands in
this theory correspond to the differential forms with loga-
rithmic singularities on boundaries of the amplituhedron
geometry. The original definition was based on a gen-
eralization of the positive Grassmannian, centrally con-
nected to on-shell diagrams [2] and loop level recursion
relations [3]. More recently, a more intrinsic definition of
the amplituhedron was found [4], directly in momentum-
twistor space, using certain topological notions–winding
numbers and sign flip patterns–associated with projec-
tions of the momentum-twistor data. The amplituhedron
has been extensively studied from many angles including
mathematical aspects [5–7], positive geometry and vol-
ume interpretation [8, 9], triangulations [11–14], connec-
tions to on-shell diagrams [15, 16] and geometric struc-
tures in the final amplitudes [17, 18]. Some early steps
in extending this circle of ideas well beyond the planar
N = 4 SYM have been taken in [19–21].
There has also been an ongoing effort to use the ampli-
tuhedron picture to make all-loop order predictions for
loop integrands. This effort was initiated in [11], which
calculated certain all-loop order cuts for four point am-
plitudes which were impossible to obtain using any other
methods. In this letter, we go much further and use the
new topological definition of the amplituhedron [4] to
calculate a particular cut of n-point MHV amplitudes to
all loops. This cut places on-shell internal propagators
which are arbitrarily deep in the interior of contribut-
ing Feynman diagrams. Thus, we aptly refer to this as
the “deepest cut.” It appears hopelessly difficult to cal-
culate this cut using standard unitarity-based methods,
as almost all diagrams contribute as we increase the loop
order. However, we will show that the new topological
formulation of the amplituhedron allows us to easily un-
derstand the geometry of the facet associated with this
cut and leads to a strikingly simple, one-line expression
for the cut valid to all loops and all multiplicities. This
is the first calculation giving us non-trivial access to the
regime of arbitrarily large loop order and particle multi-
plicities in the theory.
AMPLITUDES FROM SIGN FLIPS
The original definition of the amplituhedron refers to
the auxiliary space of extended kinematical variables con-
strained by positivity conditions. Recently, an equivalent
definition was provided directly in the momentum twistor
space using the conditions on sign flips [4].
For the n-point amplitude, the kinematics is given
by n momentum twistors ZIa , a = 1, 2, . . . , n, I =
1, . . . , 4. The SL(4) dual conformal symmetry acts on
the I index. We define the SL(4) invariants 〈abcd〉 ≡
IJKLZ
I
aZ
J
b Z
K
c Z
L
d . The space for the N
kMHV am-
plituhedron is described by the set of Za for which
all 〈i i+1 j j+1〉 ≥ 0 (with twisted positivity for
(−1)k+1〈n 1 j j+1〉 > 0), and the following sequence
{〈123 i〉} for i = 4, . . . , n has k sign flips. (1)
For example, for n = 6 the sequence has three terms,
{〈1234〉, 〈1235〉, 〈1236〉},
and possible sign sequences {+ + +}, {+ +−}, {+−−}
and {+ − +}. The first sequence corresponds to k = 0,
the next two to k = 1 and the last to k = 2 kinematics.
In general the k = 0 MHV amplitude has the sign pattern
{++ · · ·+} and zero sign flips, while for higher k we have
various sign patterns which have k sign flips in total.
At loop level, in addition to the external momen-
tum twistors Za, we also have lines (AB)α correspond-
ing to loop momenta. For each line we can write
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2(AB)α = AαBα where Aα, Bα are two points on that
line. The line (AB)α is in the one-loop amplituhedron
if all 〈(AB)α i i + 1〉 > 0 (again with twisted positivity
(−1)k+1〈(AB)α n1〉 > 0) and if the sequence
{〈(AB)α 1 i〉} for i = 2, . . . , n has (k + 2) sign flips.
(2)
The collection of ` lines, {(AB)α} is in the `-loop am-
plituhedron if each line satisfies (2) and in addition the
mutual positivity conditions (independent of n, k)
〈(AB)α (AB)β〉 > 0 for all α, β = 1, . . . , `. (3)
The n-point NkMHV `-loop integrand is given by a de-
gree 4(k+ `) differential form on {Za, (AB)α} space, de-
termined by the property of having logarithmic singular-
ities on boundaries of the intersection of this space with
a canonical (4 × k)-dimensional affine subspace in the
configuration space of momentum twistors {Za}.
The amplituhedron geometry for the MHV case when
k = 0 is especially simple. The space is simply that of
` lines (AB)α in momentum twistor space. The sign-flip
conditions (2) can be rewritten in an apparently differ-
ent but equivalent form, in terms of inequalities on each
(AB)α:
〈(AB)α (i 1 i i+1) ∩ (j 1 j j+1)〉 > 0 for all i, j. (4)
This condition is the same for every loop–we can say
that this just demands that each (AB)α lives in the one-
loop amplituhedron. The interaction between different
loops is then captured by the mutual positivity properties
〈(AB)α(AB)β〉 > 0.
DEFINITION OF THE DEEPEST CUT
In [11] we focused on cuts where Lα passed through Zi
or cut lines ZiZi+1. Here we consider an opposite case
where none of the external propagators 〈(AB)αi i+1〉 are
cut but all internal propagators are on-shell
〈(AB)α (AB)β〉 = 0 for all α, β = 1, . . . , `. (5)
Prior to any detailed investigation, the geometry of
the amplituhedron makes an amazing prediction for the
structure of this cut. Owing to the trivialization of the
mutual positivity by setting all the 〈(AB)α(AB)β〉 → 0,
the only remaining constraint of the geometry is that all
the lines (AB)α live in the one-loop amplituhedron! This
leads us to expect that the all-loop geometry should be
expressible as ` independent copies of the one-loop geom-
etry, associated with a formula for the cut with the struc-
ture of a product over independent pieces determined by
this one-loop problem, We will see this expectation borne
out perfectly in our analysis.
It is easy to show that we have to impose 2` − 3 con-
ditions in order to satisfy (5). There are two solutions
to this problem, each with a different geometrical mean-
ing: in the first solution, all-in-point, all lines intersect
in a common point A while in the second solution, all-
in-plane, all lines lie on the same plane P .
These configurations are mapped into each other by the
usual projective duality interchanging points and planes,
which also reflects parity; had we been discussing MHV
amplitudes the cuts associated with the pictures would
be reversed. In the first solution the lines (AB)α can be
parametrized
(AB)α = ABα, (6)
where Bα and A are arbitrary. The common intersection
point A has three degrees of freedom while each Bα has
two degrees of freedom as the geometry only depends on
the lines ABα. As a result, the configuration is (2`+ 3)-
dimensional. We now have a simple geometry problem.
Given a point A, we want to identify all the lines (AB)
passing through A, which lie in the one-loop amplituhe-
dron. This carves out some subset in the two-dimensional
space of possible points B. The shape of this region can
change as we move around in A space. Thus we are led
to find a joint “triangulation” in A,B space, specified by
breaking up the three-dimensional A space into regions
for which the corresponding two-dimensional geometry
in B has a uniform shape. The regions in Bα space are
the same for all α. Thus for each such piece we take the
product of the A-form and the Bα forms, and then sum
over all terms in the triangulation. Because there are no
mutual positivity conditions left for the given point A,
the form in Bα is given by a simple product. The final
result can then be written as
Ω(`)n =
∑
j
ω
(n)
j (A) ∧
∏`
α=1
κ
(n)
j (Bα). (7)
In the second solution all lines (AB)α lie in the same
plane P and we denote them
(AB)α = Lα. (8)
The plane P has three degrees of freedom while each line
Lα has two degrees of freedom, which is 2` + 3 in total.
Again, we imagine fixing the plane P and looking for all
the lines L in P that lie in the one-loop amplituhedron.
3This breaks up P,L space into pieces where, given P in
a certain region, the corresponding geometry in L-space
has a uniform shape. The differential form for this space
can be written as
Ω˜(`)n =
∑
j
ω˜
(n)
j (P ) ∧
∏`
α=1
κ˜
(n)
j (Lα). (9)
The various differential forms ω(A), κ(Bα), ω(P ) and
κ(L) are proportional to universal measure factors
dµA,dµB ,dµP ,dµL associated with the free points,
planes and lines characterizing the geometries. The mea-
sures for the point A and points Bα are
dµA = 〈Ad3A〉 ≡ IJKLAI dAJ ∧ dAK ∧ dAL,
dµB = 〈AB d2B〉 ≡ IJKLAIBJ dBK ∧ dBL. (10)
For the plane P ≡ P IJK , we can define P IJK ≡ IJKLpL
and then the measure for P is
dµP = 〈p d3p〉 ≡ IJKLpI dpJ ∧ dpK ∧ dpL. (11)
The plane P can be parametrized using three points pIi ,
i = 1, 2, 3 up to a GL(3) transformation on the i index.
Then the line (AB)IJ is related to the line Lk on P as
(AB)IJ = ijk(pipj)
IJLk, (12)
where the ijk acts on the labels of points pi on the plane
P . Finally, the measure of the line L is
dµL = 〈LL d2L〉 ≡ ijkLi dLj ∧ dLk (13)
The richness of the deepest cut is revealed when com-
pared to the amplitude written as a sum of Feynman
integrals. Contributing diagrams must have at least
2` − 3 internal propagators. Ladder diagrams with only
`−1 propagators are irrelevant while other diagrams with
more internal propagators contribute such as
The first diagram has 2`−3 propagators and is ex-
actly borderline while the second more complicated di-
agram has 3`−7 propagators. More internal propagators
means more complicated cut structure and singularities
which results in more complicated analytic structure and
branch cuts after performing the loop integration. It
is exactly these most complicated diagrams which con-
tribute on the deepest cut.
FOUR POINT CASE
We now proceed to solving the geometry problem for
the four point case where all lines pass through the same
point A. The positivity of external data at four points is a
single condition 〈1234〉 > 0 while the sign flip conditions
for lines Lα = ABα turn into the set of inequalities
〈ABα12〉 > 0, 〈ABα23〉 > 0, 〈ABα34〉 > 0, 〈ABα14〉 > 0
〈ABα13〉 < 0, 〈ABα24〉 < 0. (14)
As there are no mutual inequalities between different
lines ABα in this problem once we solve the inequali-
ties for one B it is automatically solved for all of them,
and the differential form is given by the simple prod-
uct (7). As all inequalities involve the point A we can
project through that point to a two-dimensional plane
which contains projected points Z ′1, Z
′
2, Z
′
3, Z
′
4 and B
′
k
We omit the primes in the following. These inequalities
cut out an allowed region for A. The task is to triangulate
this region such that for each term in the triangulation,
there is a corresponding allowed region for B whose shape
does not change within this A region. For the four point
case the situation is quite simple: A can be written as
linear combination A = c1Z1 + c2Z2 + c3Z3 + c4Z4 and
the choice of signs of cj are equivalent to the choice of
signs of the set,
{〈A123〉, 〈A124〉, 〈A134〉, 〈A234〉}. (15)
There are 24 = 16 possible choices corresponding to 16
A-regions for which we have to find the B-geometry. The
two-dimensional configuration of the projected Zi points
must respect given 〈Aijk〉 inequalities. In particular,
〈Aijk〉 > 0 if the triangle (ijk) made of points Zi, Zj , Zk
is oriented clockwise. The other sign 〈Aijk〉 < 0 corre-
sponds to counterclockwise orientation. As a result, we
4get two types of configurations,
where the first corresponds to {+,+,+,+} and the sec-
ond to {+,+,−,+}. Adding all possible permutations of
Zi gives us eight quadrilateral configurations and eight
triangle configurations with one point inside. In the sec-
ond step we have to find the space of all B points which
satisfy inequalities (14). Geometrically, the inequality
〈ABij〉 > 0 means that B must be on the right side
of the line ZiZj or alternatively the triangle (Bij) must
be oriented clockwise, for 〈ABij〉 < 0 counterclockwise.
The first configuration has no allowed B-region while for
the second we get
which is a triangle given by the lines (23)(34)(14).
There are three more A-configurations which give non-
empty B-regions. All these regions are triangles bounded
by lines (12)(23)(34), (12)(34)(14) and (12)(23)(14).
Since the A and B geometry are factorized, so are the
corresponding logarithmic volume forms. For the A-part
for all possible signs in (15) the boundaries are the same,
therefore the form is given for all possible regions by
(−1)Kω(A) where
ω(A) =
dµA 〈1234〉3
〈A123〉〈A124〉〈A134〉〈A234〉 , (16)
and K is the number of minus signs in (15). The B-
forms depend on the shape of the allowed region in the
two-dimensional plane. The triangle in the picture above
is bounded by the lines (23),(34),(14) and the form is
ω(B) =
dµB〈A134〉〈A234〉
〈AB23〉〈AB34〉〈AB14〉 . (17)
If the configuration was more complicated e.g., a pen-
tagon, we would have to decompose it into triangles but
that does not happen in the four point case. Putting all
pieces together we can write the result as
Ω
(`)
4 = ω(A) ∧ κ(B), (18)
where ω(A) is given by (16) and κ(B) is a sum of four
triangles with signs coming from different A-regions,
κ(B) =
4∑
j=1
(−1)j
∏
α
dµB 〈Aj 1 j j+1〉〈Aj j+1 j+2〉
〈ABαj 1 j〉〈ABα j j+1〉〈ABαj+1 j+2〉
(19)
where the sum over j includes the cyclic twist: n+k → k.
In the four point case the all-in-plane solution can be
extracted from the all-in-point solution. Instead of the
common point A we have a common plane P = (P1P2P3)
on which all Lα live. The space of P planes is bounded
by points Z1, Z2, Z3, Z4 and the form in P up to a sign
is given by
ω˜(P ) =
dµP 〈1234〉
〈P1〉〈P2〉〈P3〉〈P4〉 (20)
On each plane P we have two-forms on the space of lines
Lα. The triangulation is analogous to the all-in-line case
and the result can be written as Ω˜
(`)
4 = ω˜(P ) ∧ κ˜(AB)
where
κ˜ =
4∑
j=1
(−1)j
∏`
α=1
dµLα 〈j−1jj+1j+2〉〈Pj〉〈Pj+1〉
〈(AB)αj 1 j〉〈(AB)α j j+1〉〈(AB)αj+1 j+2〉 ,
(21)
where (AB)α are related to the lines Lα restricted to P
via (12). Note that 〈j−1jj+1j+2〉 = (−1)j〈1234〉.
HIGHER POINT FORMULAS
At four points the original amplituhedron picture is
identical to the new sign flip definition. However, for
higher point MHV amplitudes while still equivalent the
sign flip picture is much more suitable for actually solv-
ing the geometry. Here we provide the final n-point ex-
pressions for the residues on the deepest cut for both
solutions; detailed derivations and a number of results
for further non-trivial cuts will be provided in [24]. The
basic strategy is the same as in the four point case: for
the all-in-point solution, triangulate the A-space and find
the corresponding Bα geometry. The main difference is
that the boundaries of the different pieces in the trian-
gulation of the A-space are now different. The result can
be schematically drawn as the tetrahedron × polygon,
where the point Xik ≡ (i−1i)∩(A, i+k−2, i+k−1). The
expression for the integrand takes the product form
5Ω(`)n =
n−1∑
k=1
n∑
i=1
[i−1, i, i+k−2, i+k−1] ∧
∏`
α=1
dµBα Nk−gon(i)
〈ABαi−1i〉〈ABαii+1〉 · · · 〈ABαi+k−2, i+k−1〉 , (22)
where [a, b, c, d] is the canonical form in A space for the
tetrahedron with vertices Za, Zb, Zc, Zd
[a b c d] =
dµA 〈abcd〉3
〈Aabc〉〈Aabd〉〈Aacd〉〈Abcd〉 . (23)
The Bα part is a form on the polygon bounded by the
lines (i−1 i), (i i+1),. . . , (i+k−2, i+k−1). The numera-
tor Nk−gon was given in [9]. Alternatively, one can trian-
gulate the polygon as a sum of triangles and collect the
corresponding differential forms. Note that in the trian-
gulation the A-space is given just by simple tetrahedron
while the B-space is a more complicated polygon.
While for four point case the forms Ω
(`)
4 and Ω˜
(`)
4 were
related for higher points they are different. Following a
similar geometric procedure we have to first triangulate
the P -space; here the general term in the triangulation
has six boundaries, and the corresponding space of lines
on the P -plane has three boundaries for each line. The
expression for Ω˜
(`)
n is then given by the product form
Ω˜(`)n =
n−2∑
i=1
n−1∑
j=i+1
n∑
k=j+1
{i, j, k} ∧
∏`
α=1
dµLα 〈〈P, i, j, k〉〉
〈(AB)αi i+1〉〈(AB)αj j+1〉〈(AB)αk k+1〉 , (24)
where the bracket {i, j, k} is defined by
{i, j, k} = dµP 〈〈P, i, j, k〉〉〈P i〉〈P i+1〉〈P j〉〈P j+1〉〈P k〉〈P k+1〉 ,
(25)
with
〈〈P, i, j, k〉〉 = P I1J1K1P I2J2K2ZI1i ZI2i+1ZJ1j ZJ2j+1ZK1k ZK2k+1
= 〈(i i+1) (P ) ∩ (j j+1) (P ) ∩ (k k+1)〉. (26)
Note that 〈〈P, i, j, k〉〉 is completely symmetric in i, j, k,
though the representation in terms of four-brackets does
not manifest this symmetry. Thinking for convenience
dually of P as a point and the Za as planes, {i, j, k} is the
canonical form of a cube with opposing facets associated
with (Zi, Zi+1), (Zj , Zj+1), (Zk, Zk+1).
EXCEPTIONAL EFFICIENCY
Given the integrand for the n-point, `-loop MHV in-
tegrand, the differential form for the deepest cuts Ω and
Ω˜ can be straightforwardly computed by taking residues.
Explicit expressions for the MHV integrand are available
in the literature up to ten loops for n = 4 [22], and up to
three loops for any n [23]. We have verified our cut up to
five loops for n = 4 and for general n up to three loops.
As we have stressed, the deepest cut is sensitive to the
most complicated topologies for Feynman diagrams and
on-shell processes that can contribute to the amplitude.
It is interesting to see this more quantitatively at four-
points. For the four-point `-loop integrand the number
of dual conformal invariant integrals contributing on the
cut can be counted from the Mathematica code provided
in [22] up to ` = 10. In the table below we provide the
number of topologies; the complete set of integrals also
involves permutation over all loop momenta and cycling
in external labels. The number of contributing diagrams
is the same for both solutions of the cut.
` total # of topologies contributing on cut %
4 8 4 50
5 34 20 58.8
6 229 146 63.8
7 1873 1248 66.6
8 19 949 13 664 68.5
9 247 856 172 471 69.6
10 3 586 145 2 530 903 70.6
We see the monotonic increase in the percentage of
diagrams contributing as a function of `. We expect this
percentage should approach 100% for `→∞.
Our formulas for Ω and Ω˜ are remarkably simple and
compact, while the complete loop integrand gets more
and more complicated for higher `. A notable feature
of our expressions is their representation as a sum over
pieces each having a trivial product structure over loops.
However, this simplicity comes at the cost of introduc-
ing spurious poles. These are all the poles in Ω involv-
ing only the intersection point “A” rather than the lines
ABα. This phenomenon is by now a familiar one in the
on-shell approach to scattering amplitudes, but occurs
here in a novel setting. Of course the spurious poles
cancel non-trivially in the sum. The existence of such a
strikingly simple and unusual representation for this cut
6is completely mysterious from any conventional point of
view (Feynman diagrams, all-loop BCFW recursion or
Wilson-loops). However, as we stressed even before em-
barking on any detailed calculation, the existence of such
a picture is made almost trivially obvious from the topo-
logical picture of the amplituhedron geometry.
Any analytic comparison with standard local expres-
sions for the cut would have to proceed by algebraically
canceling the spurious poles. This immediately leads to
an explosion of complexity: while the formula for Ω has
the same form for any `, when canceling spurious poles
the result gets more complicated for higher `. Even at
four points, when all spurious poles are canceled we get
Ω
(`)
4 = dµAN`
∏`
k=1
dµBα
〈ABα12〉〈ABα23〉〈ABα34〉〈ABα14〉
where for ` = 2, 3 we get up to symmetrization in Bα
N2 = (〈AB113〉〈AB224〉+ 〈AB213〉〈AB124〉)
N3 =
 〈A124〉2〈AB113〉〈AB223〉〈AB334〉+〈A234〉2〈AB112〉〈AB213〉〈AB314〉
+〈A234〉〈A124〉〈AB113〉〈AB213〉〈AB324〉
 .
The expressions get even more complicated if we
rewrite the numerators using 〈ABα i i+1〉 to match the
Feynman integral expansion. In that case N2 would be
a sum of four terms corresponding to double box inte-
grals while N3 would be given by 24 terms correspond-
ing to tennis court diagrams at three loops. The expres-
sions obviously get more complicated at higher loops and
the number of terms matches the number of contributing
Feynman integrals. In the numerator N` all lines Lα are
completely entangled and there is no product structure.
Again, from this point of view the the amazingly simple
product form (18) is a total surprise, and without the
geometric picture one would never discover it.
CONCLUSION
In this letter we studied the deepest cut in the planar
N = 4 SYM theory using the new topological definition
of the amplituhedron geometry using sign flips, which
allowed us to easily find explicit triangulations and con-
crete expressions for this cut of the n-point MHV am-
plitudes (22) and (24). When compared to the Feynman
diagram expansion, the deepest cut probes the most com-
plicated diagrams. We expect that for ` → ∞ this cut
captures some of the essential properties of the full in-
tegrand. Indeed, the deepest cut can be used as a new
jumping off point for approaching the determination of
the full geometry by gradually relaxing the mutual in-
tersection properties in steps [24]. It should also be pos-
sible to compute the deepest cut for all k; as with the
MHV case, in the topological picture this should again
reduce to merely finding a precise characterization of
the one-loop amplituhedron geometry, but the associated
analogs of our “tetrahedral” and “polygonal” regions are
expected to be more non-trivial and interesting.
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